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Four points
10 minutes rant (7 slides)

1. Strategy requires vision
2. Nature of research libraries
3. Balanced scales
4. Research-based strategy
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1. Prerequisite
Strategy is grounded in a vision / idea

Vision
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1. Prerequisite
Strategy is founded in vision

2. Mission of research libraries
Ansatz: Emergent academic bridge

HE & RI Service & infrastructure
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1. Prerequisite
Strategy is founded in vision

2. Mission of research libraries
Ansatz: Emergent academic bridge

3. Vision
Balanced co-evolution

HE & RI Service & infrastructure

Challenge:
Standing still while
running very fast
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1. Prerequisite
Strategy is founded in vision

2. Mission of research libraries
Ansatz: Emergent academic bridge

3. Vision
Balanced co-evolution

4. Strategy (value)
Research-based library

HE & RI Service & infrastructure

Challenge:
Standing still while
running very fast

!



Library strategy at SDU
2013 – 2020

A research-based and co-evolving* multi-
campus research library:

§ Strategical management principles
§ Thematic and strategical project portfolio
§ Annual renewal of strategical fixpoints
§ Strategical organizational change 2014–

2015 (evaluation 2015–2016).



Mission statement
2013 – 2020
The highest aim of the university library is to contribute to the 
furthering of science and scholarly communication by 
supporting research-based education and the practise of 
research integrity through library services – enabling both the 
consumption and production of scientific knowledge...

At the one hand, the library is an international research library, 
and on the other hand, it is also a local library in the regions of 
Denmark and Northern Europe. The library must bridge and 
connect the local university environment and the international 
world of research.
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